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Signet Planning 
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Harrogate 
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Re: Proposed Development off Roberttown Lane, Roberttown  

Please find attached a summary statement of the existing drainage in relation to the site and outline 

drainage proposals for the new development. 

Foul Water  

The records indicate no existing foul sewers crossing the site. There is a 300mm dia combined sewer in 

Roberttown Lane to the north of the site. In addition there is a 150mm dia foul sewer to the north east 

of the site in Richmond Park Ave.  

Yorkshire Water have stated in their initial correspondence attached that foul sewerage from the site 

may discharge into the 300mm dia pipe combined sewer in Roberttown Lane, however it is evident 

from the site survey that not all of the site is able to discharge directly into this sewer via a gravity 

connection. Therefore Yorkshire Water have been re-consulted and have agreed that a maximum of 60 

properties may discharge into the 150mm dia foul sewer in Richmond Park Ave,  the depth of the 

existing sewer is in excess of 5.0m and therefore we are confident that a gravity connection is feasible. 

Further to reviewing the proposed planning arrangement information supplied we have highlighted 

the likely split for the foul drainage on site, this will need to be developed and confirmed as the 

planning layout is progressed into a more detailed design. 

A fall back position would be to upsize the existing 150mm dia foul sewer in Richmond Park avenue or 

lay a new third sewer to Roberttown Lane. 

In addition we can confirm that the WWTW at Mitchell Laithes currently has sufficient capacity to 

serve the proposed development of 240 houses. Please note capacity at WWTW is assigned on a first 

come basis and therefore may need to be re-confirmed if the development start date is substantially 

into the future. 
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Surface Water 

The Yorkshire Water records do not indicate any surface water sewers crossing the site. There is a 

225mm dia surface water sewer in Roberttown Lane which upsizes to a 375mm dia sewer prior to the 

junction with Richmond Park Ave. The surface water system in Richmond Park Ave, is an attenuated 

system designed to accommodate the recent housing development. This presumably has a restricted 

discharge into Roberttown Lane. Please note the existing system has not been designed to accept any 

additional flows from the site. 

There are no recognised watercourses crossing the site or directly adjacent to the site. The nearest 

watercourse is Tanhouse Beck located approximately 500m north of the site. There is a drain indicated 

on the OS plan within the site. However further to our site visit this appears to be a short ditch without 

an outfall possibly constructed by the existing landowner to control current surface water runoff 

across the site. This should be further investigated during any on-site investigation works. The location, 

level and condition of this drain on site will not be suitable to provide a gravity outfall for the whole 

site. 

The current hierarchy of drainage requires sustainable drainage techniques to be thoroughly 

investigated first. The feasibility of soakaways should be investigated on site as part of any planned 

site investigation works, the British Geological website indicates the bedrock below the site to be 

highly variable permeability. Should soakaways prove successful design requirements will need to be 

considered as follows:  

1. The use of soakaways will need to be agreed with Kirklees land drainage and highways. 
 
2. All soakaways are to be designed for a minimum 1 in 30 year storm. 
 
3. The additional 1 in 100 year and climate change rainfall must be catered for on-site.  Flood 

routing should be considered with possible, dry swales located at the southern boundary of 
the site, to contain the excess rainfall.  In addition this will provide additional protection 
against soakaway failure. 

 
4. All soakaways to be located a minimum of 5m away from buildings. 
 
5. Further soakaway testing required during winter conditions.  Suggest this is arranged for later 

this year. 
 
6. Cross-section through site required to check site gradients/strata and ensure that the surface 

water will not re-emerge further downstream on the site. 
 
7. Highway soakaways to be located outside of road areas in separate adoptable areas.  Areas to 

be demarcated by channel blocks and block paved.  Areas to be coloured on S38 plans and 
adopted. 

 
8. Soakaways to be interconnected with pipes possibly enlarged to cater for additional volumes. 
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As discussed above the nearest suitable off-site watercourse (Tanhouse Beck) is located approximately 

500m to the north of the site culverted within the works, beyond Spen Valley College sports pitches. 

The exisitng watercourse eventually outfalls to the River Spen to the east. The Yorkshire Water surface 

water system discharges into this system via a 225mm dia pipe leading from Roberttown Lane. We 

have undertaken some previous investigation work and understand that this upsizes to a 375mm dia 

pipe through the existing works site. However further site investigation work is recommended to fully 

understand the existing arrangement and confirm capacities. 

The watercourse is susceptible to flooding and therefore strict limitations will be imposed via Kirklees 

Land Drainage authority and the Environment Agency. A greenfield run-off discharge rate from the site 

of 2.5l/s/ha has been assumed to date. This will require surface water attenuation of approximately 

3385m^3 for the 1 in 100yr storm plus 30% climate change. A 900mm deep detention basin of 

approximately 62 x 62m square area will be required to attenuate this entire storage volume. This is a 

much larger area than indicated on the current plans at present. Alternatively the 1 in 30yr rainfall 

volumes could be located below ground in culverts, requiring approximately half the above volume 

above ground. 

As discussed above the Yorkshire Water pipe is indicated to reduce in size as it leaves Roberttown Lane 

and runs adjacent to Spen Valley College. In addition there is the further complication of the existing 

attenuation system in Richmond Park Ave, which was designed to solely serve the recent housing 

development and is based upon a 1200mm dia storage pipe with a restricted discharge. Therefore any 

flows from our development are likely to affect the capacity of this system.   

Yorkshire Water will need to undertake modelling work to establish if any spare capacity is available in 

their current systems. Various options could be looked at for either upsizing the existing pipe 

downstream or reducing the discharge rate further. Alternatively constructing a new offsite 

requisitioned sewer to re-connect further downstream where sufficient capacity should be available.  

It may be possible to re-model the existing attenuation in Richmond Park Ave and combine with our 

site to provide an overall storage solution.  

Please note we do not have any rights of discharge to outfall a new requisitioned connection into the 

downstream watercourse, therefore the existing outfall provided by Yorkshire Water will be essential 

to achieve a surface water outfall solution if sustainable drainage techniques are unsuccessful. 

I would be grateful if you would wish to instruct Yorkshire Water to investigate surface water 

capacities downstream at this juncture, at present this is likely to cost a minimum of £5000. In addition 

it could be a lengthy procedure, and would delay certainty in costs and a final design solution until 

completed.  
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I trust the above is suitable for your present requirements, but should you have any queries please do 

not hesitate to contact me direct.  

Yours faithfully 

MARTIN HUDDLESTON MEng 

martin@haighhuddleston.co.uk 

cc John England – Strata  



APPENDIX A 

 

YORKSHIRE WATER CORRESPONDENCE 

 

  













APPENDIX B 

 

PROPOSED FOUL DRAINAGE OUTFALLS 

 

  





APPENDIX C 

 

EXISTING OFFSITE DRAINAGE 

 

 








